Hepatocellular carcinoma with an unusual medullary-like histology and signs of regression ("medullary-like hepatocellular carcinoma").
The case of a variant of hepatocellular carcinoma is described, which, based on its unique histology, we propose to term, medullary-like hepatocellular carcinoma. It developed in a 56-year-old male patient with liver cirrhosis, and consisted of large, amphophilic cells with a solid growth pattern. The tumour was densely infiltrated with lymphocytes and plasma cells. Lymphocytes formed a mixture of B and T cells, and plasma cells were polytypic. In addition, numerous S-100 protein-reactive stellate cells were observed at the tumour border, where marked apoptosis of hepatocellular carcinoma cells was evident. In areas of dense lymphoplasmacytic infiltration, part of the tumour cells had lost their intercellular connections and their beta-catenin reactivity. Some tumour cells expressed FasL, but not Fas. The tumour exhibited several foci of regression, showing small remnants of damaged tumour cells within dense infiltrations. The patient is alive without evidence of disease 25 months after resection. Medullary-like hepatocellular carcinoma is a lesion which mimics several features known for other medullary carcinomas, including a marked immune response which may be responsible for partial regression of this tumour.